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sparknotes watership down plot overview - watership down is the tale of a group of rabbits in search of a home fiver a
small young rabbit has a gift he can tell when things are going to happen and he can sense whether they will be good or bad
fiver foresees great danger to the rabbits home warren his brother hazel who is slightly, watership down film wikipedia watership down is a 1978 british animated adventure drama film written produced and directed by martin rosen and based
on the 1972 novel by richard adams it was financed by a consortium of british financial institutions and was distributed by
cinema international corporation in the united kingdom released on 19 october 1978 the film was an, watership down
summary 10 leadership lessons the - why watership down by richard adams still matters today first published in 1972
watership down by richard adams is a fantasy novel the novel matters today because it is a demonstration of true leadership
and team work a group of 11 rabbits leave their warren to seek a new home the book is about the rabbits odyssey,
watership down by richard adams novel 119 - watership down by richard adams all rabbits love to trespass and steal and
when it comes to the point very few will admit they are afraid to do so richard adams watership down watership down is a
real place in hampshire england and rabbits are real creatures in all the wide world, watership down by richard george
adams essay examples - watership down by richard george adams watership down is the first fantasy novel written by
richard adams an english novelist in 1972 he invented the story to entertain his two small daughters juliet and rosamund
while traveling by car through the picturesque english countryside
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